Well-being at the best price
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ibis
European hotel economic leader, ibis offers you promises modernity, comfort and service at the
best price.
The ultimate comfort offer: a new innovative bedding, the Sweet BedTM by ibis , a comfortable and
well-equipped room, modern and design welcome areas.
Caring and efficient, ibis ensures the highest level of service of its category: a 24 hour reception,
breakfast from 4:00 am to midday, light meals served round the clock and a non-stop bar.
ibis is recognized across the world for its quality, reliability and commitment to the environment.
With more than 1 068 ibis hotels in 64 countries, whatever the reason for your stay, ibis has the
hotel you are looking for!

Key figures

1,067 hotels
135,427 rooms
65 countries
at 6/30/2016

Our locations
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An ultimate comfort offer
The ibis room: modern, comfortable and well-equipped
In every hotel of the network, the ibis room is designed to offer to its guests a happy sleep and the
possibility to work calmly: soundproof, connected to the hotel Wi-Fi, with a flat screen LCD TV, a
spacious bathroom and a desk.
Brand new bed, brand new comfort
Ibis has developed an innovative and revolutionary bedding concept, the Sweet BedTM by
ibis. Pillows are fluffy, the duvet is super-soft and the high-tech mattress aligns with the density
points which provides your body, so your sleep will be deep and refreshing. And the ibis secret
weapon is a 7cm topper of extra comfort for a soft and welcoming feel. Unique in the economy hotel
segment, the new ibis bed will transform your nights!

The highest level of service in its category

Enjoy a smooth stay
Day and night, our teams are at your disposal
Our teams are here to streamline your stay. We've got a 24 hour reception, an ibis kitchen serving
hot and cold dishes day or night and a non-stop bar.
The 15 Minutes Satisfaction Guarantee
The "15 minutes satisfaction" contract is a unique illustration of ibis's commitment to customer
service. If a little hitch threatens to cloud your stay, do not hesitate in letting us know at any time,
day or night. The ibis teams have 15 minutes on the clock to sort it out. And if they do not manage to
chase away this pesky cloud in the specified time, that service is on the hotel.

Breakfast and a range of restaurants concepts
ibis kitchen Breakfast
4am to 6.30am and 10am to 12 noon: hot drinks, fruit juice, pastries for our early or late risers
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6.30am to 10am: Self-service, unlimited buffet breakfast.
Meal & drinks menu by ibis kitchen
The ibis kitchen is open 24 hours a day and serves savoury and sweet dishes, for whenever hunger
or a sweet tooth may strike. Feeling peckish? Ask for our menu.
Ibis kitchen: eat what you like !
Offering innovative and varied cuisine to satisfy all your cravings, whether it be for something sweet,
savory...or both!

European leader in economy hotels

Since its creation in 1974, ibis has expanded continuously and has a network of 1068
hotels, 134,786 rooms in 64 countries***.
*** AccorHotels network at 12/31/2015

Ibis, a pionneer in environmental commitment
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Ibis is committed to PLANET 21, AccorHotels group’s sustainable development program:
- Constant respect for the latest regulations
- Continuous improvement: certified hotels are audited on a regular basis so that they can set
themselves new objectives.
To find out more about the PLANET 21 program

www.ibis.com
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